Exercise 1.11  Syllable counting – phrase length identification – with carrier phrase (monosyllable, bisyllable and polysyllable)

Instructions from the Speaker to the Listener
I will say each sentence using one of the three ending phrases. Listen to the sentence as I say it. Please tell me or point to the word or phrase used at the end of the sentence. (The Speaker chooses which answer to use.)

1  I went to the …….. store
    movies
    mall in town

2  We eat …….. eggs
    ice-cream
    bread and jam

3  I like to …….. read
    sky dive
    watch TV

4  What time is ……..? it
    break time
    the movie

5  Why can’t you ……..? smile
    sit down
    stay outside

6  The dishes are …….. clean
    dirty
    in the sink

7  The boy went …….. home
    to work
    for a walk